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The Internet of Things: Danger! Intrigue! Spies! Corporate Espionage! Blackmail! DDoS!  

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the new-ish trend for convenient, networked, Internet accessible devices.  
These devices are limited in purpose, and limited in size and resources.  

As with most limited purpose/specialized devices, users are heavily reliant on the manufacturer for 
accessibility and security.  If the device manufacturer is forward-thinking you will have an easy to 
understand and use interface, internal programming based on sound coding practices, and inherent security 
for features and risks known at the time of production.  If the device manufacturer is conscientious you will 
have updates as needed for continued security as new risks and malware are discovered.  

Size and complexity are at a premium in IoT devices, as some devices are only inches, or even centimeters, 
large.  As size and complexity decreases, so does the ability to store and run security software and features.  
Some devices are so restricted there is no way to update or upgrade them, leaving replacement as the only 
option if problems arise.  

Small size, memory, and processor, do not hamper malware if there is an external Internet connection 
allowing a better equipped command device to be a guide.  With a client/server structure almost anything is 
vulnerable to becoming a zombie in a botnet.  With internal Intranet access almost anything is a point of 
access for lateral movement, with later infected devices being better equipped to host malware/black-hat 
tools, be additional zombies, or exfiltrate information.  Your cool IoT tool is now a DDoS tool, a hunter-
gatherer of personal information/images/audio for identity theft or blackmail, an enabler of corporate 
espionage or sellable data removal, or an enabler of system sabotage for fun or competitive corporate gain.  

Currently webcams are ubiquitous in meeting rooms and on laptops; streaming software is used to exchange
images, video, and audio files; closed circuit television (CCTV) liberally decorate the landscape for family 
health and safety monitoring, and home, corporate, and municipal security and maintenance monitoring.  
Additionally vulnerable are home wireless routers, often counted upon as the user's first line of information 
security defense but themselves sometimes the biggest security vulnerability.  Hacked webcams and CCTV 
are now so common there is a wiki for Camfecting: 
“ ...hack into a person's webcam and activate it without the webcam owner's permission.[1]  ...often carried out by infecting the 
victim's computer with a virus that can provide the hacker access to their webcam… a webcam hacker or a camfecter sends his 
victim an innocent-looking application which has a hidden Trojan software through which the camfecter can control the victim's 
webcam. The camfecter virus installs itself silently when the victim runs the original application. Once installed, the camfecter 
can turn on the webcam and capture pictures/videos.” [2] 
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To understand the scope of the problem with securing IoT devices, let's have a brief look at their 
development.  [3]

1832 Eletromagnetic Telegraph by the Russian Baron Schilling
1926 Nikola Tesla interviewed by Colliers magazine explains his vision of Earth fully connected, “When wireless is 

perfectly applied the whole Earth will be converted into a huge brain...and the instruments through which we 
shall be able to do this will be amazingly simple… man will be able to carry one in his vest pocket.”  (note that 
Tesla's idea was to cover the Earth in elctrical signals and wireless communication; this is not IEEE 802.11 
wireless) 

1932 “Spectoritis” by Jay B. Nash “Within our grasp is the leisure of the Greek citizen, made possible by our 
mechanical slaves, which far outnumber his twelve to fifteen per free man… As we step into a room, at the 
touch of a button a dozen light our way. Another slave sits twenty-four hours a day at our thermostat, regulating 
the heat of our home. Another sits night and day at our automatic refrigerator.” [5] 

WWII Alan Turing begins development leading to the rise of modern computing devices 
1946 Wrist watch radio worn by Dick Tracy in comic strips [5] 
1966 German computer scientist Karl Steinbuch “In a few decades time, computers will be interwoven into almost 

every industrial product.” 
1990 Toaster accessible by the Internet, challenge to John Romkey at 1989 InterOp by Dan Lynch 
1993 Coffee Pot at Computer Laboratory of the University of Cambridge monitored coffee level via network 
1994 WearCam by Steve Mann 
1997 Paul Saffo's article “Sensors: The next wave of infofech innovation” 
1955 Wearable computer design begun by Edward O. Thorp, tested 1961 Las Vegas 
1973 Patent for read/write RFID [5] 
1980 micro-switches in Coke vending machines across Carnegie-Mellon Computer Science campus [5] 
1990 Active badge system by Olivetti to “communicate a person's location” [5] 
1998 MIT inTouch, “people, separated by distance, are interacting with a shared physical object” [4] 
1999 Neil Gershenfeld credited with first public use of term “Internet of Things” 

Neil Gross “In the next century, planet Earth will don an electronic skin… It consists of millions of embedded 
electronic measuring devices: thermostats, pressure guages, pollution detectors, cameras, microphones, glucose 
sensors, EKGs, electroencephelographs.” 

1991 Xerox PARC’s Mark Weiser publishes “The Computer in the 21st Century” in Scientific American, using the 
terms “ubiquitous computing” and “embodied virtuality” to describe his vision of how “specialized elements of 
hardware and software, connected by wires, radio waves and infrared, will be so ubiquitous that no one will 
notice their presence.” [5] 

2000 LG begins development of Internet refrigerator 
2005 Massive governenment and public deployment of RFID 

UN International Telecommunications Union “A new dimension has been added to the world of information and
communication technologies (ICTs): from anytime, any place connectivity for anyone, we will now have 
connectivity for anything. Connections will multiply and create an entirely new dynamic network of networks –
an Internet of Things” 

2008  Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group (IBSG), the Internet of Things was born as the point in time when 
more “things or objects” were connected to the Internet than people

2010 Stuxnet discovery [8] 
2011 IPv6 public launch, Steven Leibson “We could assign an IPV6 address to every atom on the surface of the earth,

and still have enough addresses left to do another 100+ earths.”

“Cisco Systems estimates that approximately 12.1 billion Internet-connected devices were in use in April 2014, and that figure is 
expected to zoom to above 50 billion by 2020. The networking firm also notes that about 100 things currently connect to the 
Internet every second, and the number is expected to reach 250 per second by 2020. Eventually, the IoT will encompass about 99 
percent of all objects, which currently totals approximately 1.5 trillion things. "The IoT holds potential for disruptive change," 
says Gilad Meiri, CEO of tech startup Neura. "The evolution of the technology will likely be faster than the Internet." [6] 
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Figure 1. Google Trends: Search “Internet of Things” by Interest Over Time [9]

“McAfee Labs Threats Report: August 2015 quoted by Asha Mclean of ZDNet notes that people have become dependent on 
devices in their environments, and are willing to sacrifice security and privacy.   "Consumers have very quickly adopted cool 
technology, we did it with mobile phones, then smartphones, tablets, and now wearables.  We believed -- and continue to believe 
-- that whenever enough devices of a certain type create a lucrative market, attacks on those devices will begin."  According to 
Intel Security, IoT devices are just beginning to be exploited. The report found the variety of devices, operating systems, and 
versions provides a near-term resistance to attacks, as few have a large enough installed-base to attract online thieves.  "We are 
seeing just the beginnings of attacks and breaches against them," Intel Security said.  
"It is only a matter of time until IoT device threats are widespread. Attackers are not after the devices themselves, but the data or 
gateway capability that they enable -- [they] want the easiest way in, and these devices often provide under-defended access to 
target-rich networks." [7]  

Cisco “IoT Threat Environment” 2015 [8] 
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LizardStresser is a worm/booter/stresser type malware on a client/server gameplan.  The client software will
latch onto any vulnerable system without user action, and seek to find other vulnerable systems on the same 
network.  The code for LizardStresser is written in C, which will run on most Linux versions without 
additional user make or compiling.  Home routers, Internet accessible webcams, and some corporate routers,
which are based on Linux and have not had their default password changed are key targets.  Most versions 
of LizardStresser turn your equipment into a zombie for a potential DDoS botnet.  LizardStresser may have 
developed from the trojan KAITEN, commonly carried in 2014 by Shellshock [14]  and causing panic 
among Mac users who thought they were exempt from malware in 2011. [15]  [18] 

server C file MD5 hash  30f8cd441b6ab061020088e33be6371f  
https://malwr.com/analysis/N2Y0M2QyMGExN2NhNDdjMTg5MGNmMTc2NTc4ZDBhYmE/
https://www.virustotal.com/en/file/008afdc47017c888ad6ff9e172a75ff5482586804740d6b40f0209c

42494c99b/analysis/ 
https://www.hybrid-

analysis.com/sample/008afdc47017c888ad6ff9e172a75ff5482586804740d6b40f0209c42494c99b?
environmentId=100 

client C file MD5 hash  e1163c17a080b54cfbe6cf27b68725c3 
https://malwr.com/analysis/NzM2MDhiMDE1NDdjNDU3ZmJkNDhlOTQ3YTZiY2JiNjI/#
https://www.virustotal.com/en/file/008afdc47017c888ad6ff9e172a75ff5482586804740d6b40f0209c

42494c99b/analysis/ 
https://www.hybrid-

analysis.com/sample/e04576571afb55abc1697bca0fd9a2174b0ad74fd226f73e5290f911e8bf81b5?
environmentId=100 

installs itself silently 
static analysis of both client and server files show clean and safe, undetectable until activated and 

network traffic is generated 
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Figure 3. Hybrid-Analysis.com

“The malware in turn executes a long list of commands aimed at disabling firewall rules and gain persistence after 
reboot.”  “The malware uses a predefined list of C2 IPs and a custom IRC protocol to connect and communicate with 
them. Once a connection is established to one of  the  predefined  C2  IPs  the  infected  host  then  authenticates  with 
a  dynamic  password  generated by the server and joins a private channel where it begins listening for commands.  
The backdoor functionality of the malware allows the attacker to execute arbitrary commands on the infected 
machine. These commands include, but are not limited to:
• Download and execute additional malware/scripts
• Set the IP range for spoofed traffic
• Kill/View running processes
• Execute reverse shells
• Resolve internal network domain names
• Execute arbitrary shell commands with the permissions of the current user
The other major functionalities of the malware are aimed at launching DDoS Attacks. The 
malware presents a variety of attack/flood type options to the botnet operators including, 
but not necessarily limited to:
• SYN Flood
• Spoofed/Non-spoofed UDP Flood with custom payloads
• Layer 7 HTTP GET/POST/HEAD Floods
• TCP Connection Floods
• XMAS Flood with customizable TCP Header Flags”  [16] 
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“To detect an active infection an admin should check the crontab configuration for all user accounts on the suspect 
system.  Botnets built on the back of SOHO and IoT devices are steadily growing and can be leveraged in large-scale 
scanning, compromise systems through use of default names and passwords, and  DDoS campaigns.  Some of these 
systems are easily compromised with publicly available exploits and knowledge. They  can  also  be  weaponized  
using  publicly  available  attack  toolkits  and  malware.  These  trends and tactics are unlikely to go away and the 
relative ease of building and renting these botnets will continue to lower the bar even further… 
Owners should be periodically checking for and applying firmware updates. This will help keep long-lived and 
publicly accessible exploits from working against these devices by patching the flaws that introduced the exploitation 
opportunity.  It’s also recommended that device owners disable unnecessary ports and services that potentially expose 
additional attack surface and ultimately present an exploitation opportunity. In some cases, these additional services 
can be leveraged by attackers for reflected DDoS campaigns without needing to actually exploit the machine. Their 
ability to leverage the device in these types of attacks is merely an underlying flaw with a particular service or 
protocol such as uPnP, mDNS, TFTP, etc. Other measures, like changing default usernames and passwords, would 
appear to be common sense, yet devices with default credentials exist across the internet in many types (Routers, 
SCADA, IPcam, NAS, etc.) and are traditionally low-hanging fruit targeted by attackers. These shortcomings are 
usually exploited via large scale scanning campaigns using existing botnets and publicly available lists of known 
default, common, and weak credential pairs.”   [16] 

To detect and remove LizardStresser and its predecessors in Linux watch your network traffic with a packet 
sniffer, or check your cron jobs for each user [16], or in Windows make sure Windows Security Essentials in
older OS or Windows Defender in newer OS is active.  [17]   There are versions of the malware which are 
gone if you change your passwords and restart the device, others will need to reflash the firmware or replace
the device.  Before you commit to a device or solution be sure to research it.  [23]  [24]  [32]   “Infected 
systems can be cleaned up by simply rebooting them — thus wiping the malicious code from memory. But experts say there is so 
much constant scanning going on for vulnerable systems that vulnerable IoT devices can be re-infected within minutes of a 
reboot. Only changing the default password protects them from rapidly being reinfected on reboot.” [33] 

Older webcams can have their firmware modified to turn off the indicator LED.  With the LED inactive, 
users assume their webcam is also inactive.   When in doubt, cover your webcam, even the FBI does.  [21]  
[22]   Electrical tape works well, has less residue and is thinner than duct tape.  You can now also buy 
webcam covers that fit over your laptop lid.   There are several sites which list or test if your webcam are 
affected.  [19]  [25]  [28]   There are also sites that can test if your IP is a botnet zombie or known 
vulnerable.  [20]  [27] 

To prevent being infected in the first place, change your default passwords. [30]  [31]  The malware code is 
hard coded to use these defaults.  Additional recommendations, which are good to avoid other malware as 
well, is to keep updated with updates including firmware updates, and disable unnecessary ports and 
services, and turn off WiFi Protected Setup on your home wifi router.  [16]  [26]   [29]  [30]   And, of 
course, control physical access.  If nefarious persons can get their hands on your equipment, it's game over.  
[36] 
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 Unique LizardStresser C2s for 2016     
Figure 4. "The Lizard Brain of LizardStresser" Arbor Networks [10] 

Figure 5. "The Lizard Brain of LizardStresser" - Arbor Networks [10]

What drew my attention to this particular malware, Lizard Stresser, was the blog “The Lizard Brain of 
LizardStresser” in June of this year, by Matthew Bing of Arbor Networks.  [10]  As you know, Arbor 
Networks is the security division of NetScout, and Matthew works in the ASERT group of Arbor.  They had 
been tracking DDoS and LizardStresser in particular.   “LizardStresser is a DDoS botnet written in C and 
designed to run on Linux. The code consists of two halves – a client and server. The client is designed to run on 
compromised Linux machines which connect to a hardcoded C2 server. The protocol is essentially a lightweight 
version of IRC chat. Infected clients will connect to the server and receive commands.”   LizardStresser is credited 
to Lizard Squad, a group of teens/young adults with a varied range of technical skills.  Source code for the 
malware has been publicly released and requires no technical skills to run.  “LizardStresser is becoming the 
botnet-du-jour for IOT devices given how easy it is for threat actors to make minor tweaks to telnet scanning. With 
minimal reseach into IOT device default passwords, they are able to enlist an exclusive group of victims into their 
botnets. Arbor has observed LizardStresser C2’s issue attack commands to IoT devices and a resultant DDoS attack 
upwards of 400Gbps without using reflection/amplification.” 

Brian Krebs, noted Security blogger, was taken offline the beginning of last year, the first week of January 
2015, after writing about the booter service at lizardstresser.su hosted in Bosnia. [11]   Code from this attack
was a modification of code documented November 17, 2014 (Linux.BackDoor.Fgt.1) [12]   
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Due to this open timeframe and released code, it's estimated by Arbor there were over 100 botnets controlled
by LizardStresser at the beginning of summer this year.  [13]

The story is far from over.  Internet connected devices continue to become more numerous, and 90% of 
devices within the attacks monitored by Arbor “had “NETSurveillance WEB” HTML title, which is a 
generic code of internet-enabled webcams.” [33]   LizardStresser has spawned more malware: Mirai IoT 
Botnet took out a large swath of the US eastern seaboard by hammering the DNS provider Dyn, and 
currently there's also  Linux/IRCTelnet (bashlight). [34]  

““Mirai,” spreads to vulnerable devices by continuously scanning the Internet for IoT systems protected by factory default or 
hard-coded usernames and passwords…  The source code that powers the “Internet of Things” (IoT) botnet responsible for 
launching the historically large distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack against KrebsOnSecurity last month has been publicly
released, virtually guaranteeing that the Internet will soon be flooded with attacks from many new botnets powered by insecure 
routers, IP cameras, digital video recorders and other easily hackable devices.  The leak of the source code was announced Friday 
on the English-language hacking community Hackforums. The malware, dubbed “Mirai,” spreads to vulnerable devices by 
continuously scanning the Internet for IoT systems protected by factory default or hard-coded usernames and passwords.  
Vulnerable devices are then seeded with malicious software that turns them into “bots,” forcing them to report to a central control 
server that can be used as a staging ground for launching powerful DDoS attacks designed to knock Web sites offline.  Sources 
tell KrebsOnSecurity that Mirai is one of at least two malware families that are currently being used to quickly assemble very 
large IoT-based DDoS armies. The other dominant strain of IoT malware, dubbed “Bashlight,” functions similarly to Mirai in that 
it also infects systems via default usernames and passwords on IoT devices.  According to research from security firm Level3 
Communications, the Bashlight botnet currently is responsible for enslaving nearly a million IoT devices and is in direct 
competition with botnets based on Mirai...On the not-so-cheerful side, there are plenty of new, default-insecure IoT devices being 
plugged into the Internet each day. Gartner Inc. forecasts that 6.4 billion connected things will be in use worldwide in 2016, up 30
percent from 2015, and will reach 20.8 billion by 2020. In 2016, 5.5 million new things will get connected each day, Gartner 
estimates.” [33]   

For the curious, there's a good video out about bashlight from Level 3 on YouTube “New Malware Research
from Level 3”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lN9KEpbCnqg .   

There's also evidence that black hat coders are hybridizing them.  “Security researchers at MalwareMustDie have 
discovered a new malware family designed to turn Linux-based insecure Internet of Things (IoT) devices into a botnet to carry out
massive DDoS attacks.  Dubbed Linux/IRCTelnet, the nasty malware is written in C++ and, just like Mirai malware, relies on 
default hard-coded passwords in an effort to infect vulnerable Linux-based IoT devices.  
The IRCTelnet malware works by brute-forcing a device's Telnet ports, infecting the device's operating system, and then adding it 
to a botnet network which is controlled through IRC (Internet Relay Chat) – an application layer protocol that enables 
communication in the form of text.  
So, every infected bot (IoT device) connects to a malicious IRC channel and reads commands sent from a command-and-control 
server.  The concept of using IRC for managing the bots, according to the researchers, is borrowed from the Kaiten malware. The 
source code used to build the IRCTelnet botnet malware is based on the earlier Aidra botnet.  The malware uses the "leaked" 
vulnerable IoT device's login credential from the Mirai botnet in order to brute force exposed Telnet ports to the Internet… The 
security firm found around 3,400 bots infected by the IRCTelnet malware and said that this nasty malware is capable of raising 
almost 3,500 bot clients within only 5 days.  The initial scans that distributed the IRCTelnet malware came from IP addresses 
located in Turkey, Moldova, and the Philippines.”  [35]  
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The stakes are also being raised.  A large population botnet has tremendous power, consider that amplified 
using dns attacks.  There has been a rise in the attack bandwidth achieved, well over the “magic 100” (high 
end networking equipment has 100Gbps ports).  
“Arbor also found that attackers continue to use reflection/amplification techniques to create gigantic attacks. The largest reported
attack was 400 Gbps, with other respondents reporting attacks of 300 Gbps, 200 Gbps and 170 Gbps. Another six respondents 
reported events that exceeded the 100 Gbps threshold. In February 2014, I wrote about the largest attack to hit this site to date — 
which clocked in at just shy of 200 Gbps.  According to Arbor,  the top three motivations behind attacks remain nihilism 
vandalism, online gaming and ideological hacktivism— all of which the company said have been in the top three for the past few 
years.” [37] 

Figure 6.  “The Internet of Dangerous Things” Krebs on Security

Will you be next?  Are you already compromised?  It's never too late to start good security habits: change 
your passwords and patch, patch, patch.  RIGHT NOW! 
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Anonymous DDoS “FREE Anonymous Botnet USED BY LIZARDSQUAD AND POODLECORP” 
YouTube, 3 Oct. 2016,   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQ-pxwZwRvM   
Screenshots of video

Select target IP on BotNet tool

BotNet action begins, ping to confirm target up/down
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Anonymous DDoS “FREE Anonymous Botnet USED BY LIZARDSQUAD AND POODLECORP” 
YouTube, 3 Oct. 2016,   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQ-pxwZwRvM   
Screenshots of video

Ping confirms target taken down

Online option for stress (BotNet) tool
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Anonymous DDoS “FREE Anonymous Botnet USED BY LIZARDSQUAD AND POODLECORP” 
YouTube, 3 Oct. 2016,   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQ-pxwZwRvM   
Screenshots of video

Enter target information in online tool
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Anonymous DDoS “FREE Anonymous Botnet USED BY LIZARDSQUAD AND POODLECORP” 
YouTube, 3 Oct. 2016,   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQ-pxwZwRvM   
Screenshots of video

Enter target information in online tool, then wait your turn in line

Ping confirms target taken down
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